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The stochastic aspects of control theory form a base for certain fundamental results in

modelling and estimating economic systems. Reasons are twofold. Economic data represent

observed behavior, unlike the physical and engineering systems which represent regulatory

and experimental mechanisms. Thus in observed systems and feedback systems the physical

realizations due to control may be directly analyzed. But in economic systems this is almost

impossible. Besides, the objectives of performance are more implicit in economic systems.

With several agents these objectives may in many cases differ essentially. Hence there is the

need to analyze the problems of coordination.

Methods of applied stochastic control may be viewed as extensions of the deterministic

control approach in two ways [?]. First, one can characterize the stochastic process over time

that may generate the deterministic control model. Second, one can control the estimation

of the parameters of the deterministic control model which are assumed to be unknown. For

this it is possible to use time series approach.

It is necessary to note that stochastic control theory has several restriction for applica-

tions to economic models. The first is that the information content of the dynamic model.

Stochastic control assumes the information available is far from completeness, hence one

need to evaluate the influence of uncertainty or inadequate information. Secondly, the sta-

tistical estimations for a control model are not uniquely possible in a fixed time horizon. An

adaptive updating scheme is usually built in through a scheme known as Kalman filtering

[?].

One can introduce the objective function of the policy maker to allow for risk aversion and

caution e.g. a linear combination of mean and variance of the target variables. Furthermore,

estimates of parameters are offered, which are robust and also adaptive to new information.
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